
SAILBOAT HANDICAPPING

THE JOURNEY CONTINUES



One Design is Racing – Everything else 
is just messin’ about in boats

Chesapeake Log Canoes Beneteau 53f5 WK



HISTORY
• In the early 19th century four ranges of tonnage and hence four Classes were defined. Based on experience gained 

from the results of numerous races each Class was allocated a distance allowance that the Class had to give away to 
the next lower Class. This was equivalent to a Class 1 having to sail more distance than a Class 4 yacht during a 
race.

• In 1834 handicapping by distance was changed to handicapping by time.

• The adoption of the British Thames Measurement by the Yacht Club of France in 1870 may mark the beginning of 
international rating rules. In 1893, the Germano-Scandinavian Union was formed and it developed its "Union Rule". 
Starting in 1902, under the leadership of the New York Yacht Club, U.S. yacht clubs agreed to a Universal Rule in 
1905 which was based on a formula developed by Nathanael Herreshoff.

• The International rule, also known as the Metre rule, was created for the measuring and rating of yachts to allow 
different designs of yacht to race together under a handicap system. Prior to the ratification of the International rule 
in 1907, countries raced yachts under their own national rules and international competition was always subject to 
various forms of subjective handicapping.

• The International Offshore Rule (IOR) was a measurement rule for racing sailboats. The IOR evolved from the 
Cruising Club of America (CCA) rule for racer/cruisers and the Royal Ocean Racing Club (RORC) rule.

• The IOR was superseded (in the early 1990s) by the International Measurement System (IMS) and CHS (since 
renamed IRC)

• In the United States, the most common handicapping rule is the PHRF rule, developed and promoted by the United 
States Sailing Association. While most other rules do not take past performance into account, PHRF differentiates 
itself by allowing skippers to request handicap reductions after a series of poor racing results.



PHRF – Arbitrary Handicap Racing

• To understand performance handicapping in Southern California, it is 
necessary to go back in time over 50 years to 1947. Imagine the yachting 
society of that era. World War II had ended only a few short years before. 
Fiberglass boats were still at least ten years away from initial production. 
The high aspect ratio sloop rig would not appear for a few more years. The 
yachts of that era were heavy displacement ketches and schooners, 
moderate displacement cruising sloops and yawls, sleek Meter boats, R-
boats, and others.

• The organizers of the first race from Newport Beach, California to 
Ensenada, Mexico in 1947 had the desire to encourage as many yachts as 
possible to participate. Southern California Yachting Association (SCYA) 
appointed a well-known yachtsman, Hal Adams, to develop handicaps for 
the race that would potentially give all of the entrants a fair chance to win if 
they sailed well. It was called Arbitrary Handicap Racing. Hal gave each 
yacht a time allowance per mile based on its anticipated performance, and
made adjustments based on past observed performance. About the only 
time the handicap system was used was for the Ensenada Race.



PHRF – Pacific Handicap Racing Fleet
• Hal Adams generously served as the one and only handicapper for twelve years, until in early 1959, 

when he asked to retire. SCYA assigned Frank Dair to the position of Handicapper, with the request that 
he organize the yachtsmen racing in the Arbitrary Handicap Fleet into an association similar to the 
existing Ocean Racing Fleet.

• After considerable debate about the problems of arbitrary handicap racing, the committee sent a letter 
to each skipper in the Arbitrary Racing Fleet outlining the objectives of the new organization:

• 1) Nominal annual dues,

• 2) keep members informed of the fleet’s ratings and events of interest,

• 3) administration by people involved in yacht racing,

• 4) obtain as many race results as possible and carefully record them for handicap review.

• 1959 – Officers of the organization were proposed and a set of by-laws were drafted. The name of the 
new association was to be the PACIFIC HANDICAP RACING FLEET (PHRF). A letter, dated August 1, 
1959, invited each skipper listed in the Arbitrary Racing Fleet to the first official meeting, held at Cabrillo 
Beach Yacht Club. With 44 interested skippers in attendance, Chairman Frank Dair called the meeting to 
order officers were elected, and the by-laws were accepted….The word “arbitrary” did not appear in the 
by-laws. Except in the case of a new boat, the handicaps were based on a boat’s observed performance. 
Instead of one person handling all of the handicapping, an elected committee would rate the boats. Each 
year, new officers were elected. Annual dues were $3.



PHRF – Performance Handicap Racing Fleet
• 1966 – The PHRF Fleet began to attract attention nationwide, and 

Charlene Basham provided information to other regions in the U.S. about 
the performance handicapping system. With PHRF assistance, Walt Little, 
of Seattle Yacht Club, established the Pacific Handicap of the Northwest 
with a membership spread over 500 miles.

• 1970/71 – PHRF success attracted the attention of many yacht clubs 
throughout the U.S., and they made numerous inquiries for information. 
Peggy Gregory courteously mailed out the list of established ratings, with a 
brief rundown of how the system operated (over 90 organizations 
eventually asked for this information). It became apparent that a 
nationwide PHRF entity would eventually be formed.

• 1973 – The Pacific Handicap Racing Fleet officially changed its name to 
the PERFORMANCE HANDICAP RACING FLEET. PHRF racing began to 
appear in yachting centers worldwide. US-PHRF was formed and 
performance handicapping became a nationwide phenomenon, 
headquartered in Peggy Gregory’s office.



PHRF – Becomes National & Selective
• 1981 – In order not to be confused with other PHRF organizations, 

the name was changed to the “PERFORMANCE HANDICAPING FLEET 
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA”. The fall United States Yacht Racing Union 
(USYRU) meeting held in St. Petersburg, FL was attended by US-PHRF 
President, Jim Foyer, Secretary, Peggy Gregory, and delegates from 
other PHRF regions. It was agreed that the USYRU would 
assume responsibility for US-PHRF.

• 1986 – President Gordon Graham established the Marine Industry 
Racer (MIR) Rule, limiting “professional” participation in PHRF 
racing. MIR’s were defined as those individuals whose income is 
derived from performance sailing, developing sailing equipment and 
sails, etc., and who have sailing skills beyond the reach of anyone who 
does not sail for a living.



PHRF evolves in SoCal, no so much elsewhere

• 1992 – Asymmetrical spinnakers began to appear and were rated. “Big Boat Advisor” and 
“Ancient Mariner Advisor” positions were added to the Regional Board. A comprehensive 
review of all the “big boats” was performed. Chief Handicapper, Ken Gust, established a 
“Race Results” database to assist in handicapping, and distributed a comprehensive boat 
manufacturer’s list to the handicappers.

• 1994 –President Pete Johnstone, Chief Handicapper Gerhard Klose, Data Systems Officer 
Ken Gust, and Big Boat Advisor Dan Nowlan implemented a “dual rating” system after two 
years of background work. “Buoy ratings” and “random leg” ratings were established to 
recognize that some boats performed dramatically differently on the two popular venues. 
Buoy racing was defined as windward-leeward courses, and random leg racing was defined 
as long distance, or point-to-point races, or races around fixed marks without regard to wind 
direction.

• 1999 – Sport boats increase in number, and President Robert Plant and Chief Handicapper 
Bill Murray, along with the Regional Board adopt a “three rating” system, by adding the 
“Offwind” Rating. The Offwind Rating is used when at least 2/3 the distance of a race is 
either a reach or a run. The Newport Beach to Ensenada Race uses the Offwind Rating for the 
sport boat class.



SoCal PHRF – continues to evolve
• PHRF of Southern California has adapted over time and has been able 

to respond quickly and fairly to drastic changes in boat design and 
technology by using a rating observed performance. This has only 
been possible because of the many racers who have contributed time 
and effort as handicappers.

• 2019 –SoCal PHRF reaches out to ORA (Offshore Racing Assoc) to 
develop relationship helping to deal with hard to rate boats

• 2020 – ORA (owner of ORR & ORR-Ez ratings) creates ORA-1 as tool to 
help PHRF regions create ratings that are sensitive to course 
configuration, wind speed and the optional use of Spinnakers.



Not all PHRF Regions 
are the same

Before considering PHRF vs 
VPP it critical to understand that 
there are significant differences 
between PHRF Regions.

All too often PHRF Regions are 
a snap shot of SoCal PHRF at 
the time that the new area 
adopted PHRF.



VPP brings clarity 

Key issue for PHRF is lack of 
forum to share Best Practices. 
SoCal created course 
sensitive ratings in 1994, 
Chesapeake just added and 
are struggling. West Florida 
“cloned” SoCal in 2001 and 
shows similar numbers for 
Melges 24 (93,75)

VPP’s are close, differences 
likely due to definition of 
course make up plus the 
underlying fact that ORA VPP 
is more sensitive to Heavy 
Displacement boats



FULL RANGE of ORR-Ez 
“Standard Ratings” in 

Medium Wind

Worth noting that the 5 
courses provided by ORR-Ez 
ratings were selected by 
representatives from New 
England, Chesapeake and 
New Orleans.

For 2021 ORC has added

• Predominately Upwind

• Predominately Downwind

• 2nd certificate to provide full 
range of Non Spin ratings



Evolution of GYA PHRF

NEWPORT, RI (Oct. 8, 2020)—Beginning in January, 2021, the Offshore Racing 
Association (ORA) will issue handicap ratings for the nearly 500 boats in the Gulf 
Yachting Association’s PHRF fleet, which is spread from western Florida to New 
Orleans. GYA fleet members will receive PHRF ratings for two course 
configurations and light- or medium-strength winds, each based on the 
ORA’s proprietary velocity prediction program (VPP). They will also receive 
benchmark ratings for spinnaker and non-spinnaker configurations to set class 
breaks.

According to Tom Beery, GYA-PHRF chairman and chief administrator, “For years 
we’ve tried to develop a multi-course rating system—recognizing that a 
single course is lacking in equity—but without great success primarily due to 
the subjective nature of assigning ratings. The addition of two different wind 
speeds is further desirable,” he says. “On the Gulf Coast, we have light conditions 
in summer and stronger breezes in the fall and spring.”
https://www.offshoreracingrule.org/blog/64-2020-news/170-ora-rating-services-to-provide-multiple-ratings-to-gya-phrf-fleets



Velocity Prediction Programs
PAC 52 Classic Racer Cruiser



Rating boats at both ends of the spectrum

PRIDE OF BALTIMORE II Viper 640



Rating boats at both ends of the spectrum

PRIDE OF BALTIMORE II Viper 640



SENSITIVITY TO WIND & 
POINT OF SAIL

Yes, there is a lot of math and 
science with the VPP but in the 
end it’s pretty simple. 

Big heavy boats like plenty of 
wind and reaching.

And just like PHRF it comes 
down to the Seconds owed per 
Nautical Mile



BUILDING 
RATINGS

While the VPP certificates provide key 
“Standard” course ratings like the 3 
shown here

• W50/L50 – Downwind Finish

• W60/L40 – Upwind Finish

• Random – equal distance on all 
points of sail “Sailing in a Circle”

The real power of VPP is the ability to 
customize ratings.

For Annapolis to Bermuda there are 
unique ratings for the typically light 
upwind trip down the bay and power 
reach in the ocean. 

The number 1 question is should this be 
based on Historical Conditions 
announced before the race or Actual 
Observed Conditions.



ORA-1   The best of both worlds. Universal coverage that 
blends Science with National Observed Performance at a 
price that’s acceptable to club racers.



VPP – the tool that helps rate any sailing vessel



Can Non-Spin boats race with Spin Boats



Commingling Spin & Non-Spin



Commingling Spin & 
Non Spin boats

As expected, the VPP shows 
that the Melges 32 suffers a 
lot more without it’s 
Spinnaker. Particularly in light 
wind.

SoCal’s “formula” driven Non-
Spin Offsets work well in 
average conditions and 
Random Leg.



ORR-Ez Launches Classics at 2019 Rolex Big Boats



For the first time, a varied fleet of classic yachts took the spotlight at 
the St. Francis Yacht Club’s Rolex Big Boat Series—and ORR-Ez 

kept the handicapping close.
“We went back to the way Big Boats was run 60 years ago,” said Beau Vrolyk, owner of the schooner 
Mayan and a director at the host club, St. Francis Yacht Club. “We started and finished in front of the 
clubhouse, and there was a big spectator value. When the starting gun went off, bar patrons would 
turn to the window and see five boats on starboard tack, heading straight for the bar.”

The first Classics race of the series also had a photo finish. “We had a 48-foot sloop, a 56-foot yawl, 
and our 59-foot schooner crossing tacks all over the bay,” said Vrolyk. “After sailing for 12 miles, we 
ended up overlapped at the finish. It was one of the most fun races we’ve done in years.”

ORR-Ez normally uses owner-submitted design data, but to help rate some of these classic boats, 
the ORR’s Technical Director Jim Teeters tracked down lines plans in the archives of Mystic Seaport 
and MIT. He also observed the regatta and held a meeting with the owners to explain how the VPP 
rule works across different course configurations and wind strengths, as well as its subjective side.

The series had four races, with the first held in light wind and the last in the strongest breeze. 
Courses typically included a mix of upwind, reaching and running, and St. Francis YC’s race 
committee matched the configurations by utilizing ORR-Ez’s GPH rating, which assumes equal 
distances sailed at all wind angles. Despite a fair amount of upwind work, the schooners in the class, 
Brigadoon and Mayan, were extremely competitive and races were often decided by less than a 
minute.
https://www.offshoreracingrule.org/blog/63-2019-news/163-orr-ez-launches-classics-at-2019-rolex-big-boats




